How to Unmask YOUR City (09/2020)

First of all, realize there is an agenda going on here. This article does an excellent job of
explaining the ‘real’ reason behind masking. Read this article fully to fully appreciate what is
going on. https://haveyenotread.com/occult-ritual-transformation-and-coronavirus/
This is also an excellent document that describes how people are being manipulated, statistics
manipulated, gross inconsistencies in the media, and so forth: https://kvisit.com/8QE/qtwG
Masks are being used as leverage to try and justify forced vaccinations that make you sick,
removal of rights and freedoms (“health passports/immunity passports/covid passports”
which show you are injected & infected in order to travel, get a job, etc), depopulation (most
recent nonsense is talking about masking while being intimate), ‘cashless’ society (making
people afraid of touching things like cash – but a cashless society is total control, total
censorship), etc, etc. IT IS VITAL THAT PEOPLE BE UNMAKSED NOW.

PLEASE TAKE THE 5-10 MINUTES TO FULLY READ THIS DOCUMENT, AND TAKE ACTION. THE
LIVES OF YOU, YOUR CHILDREN, AND YOUR GRANDCHILDREN DEPEND ON IT.
THEN TAKE ACTION AFTER READING IT.

You may say to yourself ‘well, I’m too busy’, or ‘I’ll do it later’. If you don’t do it now – when you
still have a little bit of freedom to make a choice – when WILL you have the time to do it – when
ALL YOUR RIGHTS AND FREEDOMS ARE STRIPPED AWAY, AND YOU ARE SEVERELY RESTRICTED
FROM WHAT YOU CAN DO? JUST DO IT. WHILE YOU CAN. WITH IMMEDIATE ACTION.

THIS DOCUMENT IS DIVIDED UP INTO THREE SECTIONS.
a) Background/overview
b) Information required you need to convey
c) A specific, step by step action plan to achieve this.

Go to the next page to get started.

1. BACKGROUND/OVERVIEW
Most of the local/city politicians want to do the right thing. Many MPs, depending on the MP,
do as well but are afraid of going out on a limb without the correct support. The rallies/etc are
great - however, it is important to work with the politicians as well, and contact them directly,
in a polite, and informative fashion. Many are just as scared and uninformed as the general
public, but trying to do the best with the information they have. Your purpose is to educate
them, so they can make much better decisions.
This is because of mass media (postmedia conglomerate, cbc, etc), which in reality is owned by
a only a couple individuals, is manipulating the public into panicking through inaccurate &
misleading reporting. There are also paid actors/disruptors to feed the 'fear' narrative, which
results in lost rights & freedoms. Most politicians fall into one of four categories:
Categories:
Politician believes the media, and genuinely believes they are doing the right thing by
doing things like mandatory masking.
2. Politician doesn't believe the media, but is publicly bullied/pressured/shamed by media
into doing things like mandatory masking.
3. Politician doesn't care one way or the other - just simply looks at who is "complaining"
the most, and does what they want
4. And then of course, there are a few (not so many at the lower level), that do know what
is going on, and personally benefit from what is going on, and want it to continue.
1.

The first three types are people that are willing to listen and do the right thing. I've heard from
politicians who have told me it is mainly a lot of people "screaming" at them through phone
calls, e-mails, etc to not "infect" their children, etc. So it is a lot of bullying, from uninformed
citizens. The fourth type, you don’t worry about, because you can’t do much about them. Then
there of course is the paid media as well. So in order to combat this…

2. INFORMATION REQUIRED YOU NEED TO CONVEY
•

Links or copies of "authoratative" information from doctors, scientists, pyschologists,
etc. The material can be things like white papers, .pdf files, official reports, etc from
doctors, scientists, pyschologists that talk about the detriment of social distancing
(isolation), excessive hand washing, mandatory mask wearing, etc, etc. This is so they
can refer the public to the 'authorative' sources, and calm the fear/panic as opposed to
what the media is generating. (Some video documentation can be used, depending on
the type of video and the source). If you know someone who has made a video, please
ask them to send you the supporting documentation/links/etc what they base that on. If
you have a friend who is a doctor/pyschologist/etc, ask them to send you supporting
documents/thesis/medical journals/etc. If it is their own content, please ask them to
include their credentials (so they know its not simply 'joe' from the coffeeshop, but an
actual MSc or PhD). (As an aside - if you have links to such documentation, please it my
way too, because I can send it to the right people as well).
This website has a very nice compilation of such documents:
https://themodelhealthshow.com/maskfacts/
READ IT. USE IT. PICK 2-3 ARTICLES YOU FEEL COMFORTABLE TALKING ABOUT.
Of course, it is not the only one, but it is a good start.

•

Infographics (pictures, barcharts, etc) that easily illustrate what a technical document is
talking about. So for example - you might have a bar chart showing "coronavirus
infections" next to the TB (tuberculosis) infections in 2018 (which was 1.5 million,
source: WHO), and then ask why is the world shut down over something with
significantly less deaths, etc. Include sources/references in the infographic. This can be
used to counteract the fear based media. (Or for example, point out that "cases"
without corresponding "tests conducted" statistics are meaningless. Or graphics of
business losses due to 'jumping the gun' by doing mandatory lockdowns, etc, etc).
"Memes" can be useful - if it is based on science/an authoratitive source, etc.

•

You (& others) to send e-mails talking about how you personally have been affected by
the mandatory masking, as well as personal observations in the community. I.e., talk
about stories how you've noticed people fainting from wearing masks, or getting sick by
breathing in the same stale air but trusting authority over common sense, or your
personal experiences. Request that a motion be made to remove the mandatory
masking clause in the bylaw because it is ineffective, and causes more problems than it
solves. They need to hear from citizens. Many times the number of people 'screaming'
based on fear outweighs the few people with common sense. That ratio needs to be
reversed. Sending e-mails, making phone calls, etc, is a good start. Consistent action
(i.e., calling 1x/week until you get a call back, etc) is also important.

•

Interacting with them (and others) on their social media accounts (i.e., twitter,
facebook, etc). Also defending them if a journalist attempts to attack them, put them
down, shame them, etc. They need visible support if they are going to make a decision
that goes against what the media is pressuring them to do.
So called “journalists” writing fear based articles (better aptly described as bullies
hiding behind a keyboard) – are bullying & publicly shaming people that do not bow to
their will. You need to show SUPPORT for politicians and officials who go on the
record as saying this is wrong. Show the so-called “journalists” writing fearbased
articles for what they really are – wimpy, uneducated school yard bullies who pick on
kids until the kids stand up to the bully.

•

IMPORTANT: In the very near future, (i.e., going back to school, etc) – the media is
going to try and manipulate statistics through inaccurate & incomplete reporting, and
say that there is a SPIKE IN CASES.
The teachers unions have advised ALL THEIR TEACHERS that if a child has even the
‘littlest’ sick (sniffle, etc) – has “symptoms” which are so generic they could be anything
– that they need to do a ‘self assessment’, then go to a “testing center”. And then, of
course punish the child for having a cold/sniffle through “self-isolation”. And of course,
with a faulty test – naturally there will be “spikes in cases” – and the “spike in cases” will
be used to “justify” further draconian measures (i.e., 2nd lockdown, etc).
So CALL THEM ON IT. INCLUDE THAT IN YOUR E-MAILS.
You’ll look like a psychic who can predict the future.
Of course we all know there is no fortune telling here, no magic. It is a plan being read
and executed from a script.
So, in your e-mail, also explain any one or all of the following:
a) In the near future, there will most likely be an “increase in cases”, which is due to an
“increase in tests”. Point out that WITHOUT “increased testing” there would be no
“increased cases”. EXPLAIN THAT MASKING WILL NOT HELP AND POINT OUT HOW IT
WILL MOST LIKELY MAKE MORE PEOPLE SICK – THUS RESULTING IN MORE “CASES” –
THUS ARTIFICALLY INCREASING THE STATISTICS.
b) Explain how THE TEST ITSELF IS FAULTY. (Says so RIGHT HERE – specifically, that it
“may” or “may” not indicate you have “something”, or that you may just have the
“common cold”: https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/testing/serologyoverview.html) There of course is more detailed documentation (right on the NIH
website, and CDC website that shows the test itself is simply testing your own DNA for
how much of a chromosome exists. WHICH VARIES based on how healthy you are at

that given point in time!)
So HOW can you make an ACCURATE decision based on FAULTY information? Point out
how recently the CDC (USA) ALSO said that only “6%” of deaths were specifically related
to “covid”, while the other 94% had underlying causes (i.e.,cancer, diabetes, old age,
etc, etc). So if THAT is the case – is it possible then that CANADA ALSO only has a “6%”
death, “6%” case count specifically related to “covid”? (In which case – WHY IS
EVERYHING BEING SHUT DOWN?)
c) Look at PREVIOUS YEAR ILLNESSES. Ask why, the WHO in 2018 said 1.5 MILLION
people died from “tuberculosis” – yet no WORLD WIDE SHUTDOWN? Pick ANY random
disease, and you’ll find it is or was probably more fatal than “covid”.
d) Ask WHY were “masks mandated” FIVE MONTHS into the officially “declared”
pandemic.
e) Give them the material they need in order to make INFORMED DECISIONS. Material
they can defer the public to. Material that MAKES THEM LOOK GOOD. Material – in
spite of the biased, bullying media – can show the public that the MEDIA was WRONG,
and they made the RIGHT CHOICE.
So how do you compose an e-mail?
They need to have support from the public to avoid mandatory masking. In your
correspondence:
a) Be very polite. Remember, they are getting lots of "angry" and "uninformed" e-mails from
both the biased media, and uninformed citizens. Be polite. It will be very refreshing.
b) If you have facts/figures/videos showing why masks, handwashing, social isolation, etc are
a bad idea, please send those. But succintly explain what the document is about. (I.e., don't
simply send 50 page documents and say 'here, read!'. Instead, say:
"This document proves how statistics are manipulated: link"
"This document shows how masks make people sick: link"
"This video explains x, y & z. link"
They get "lots" of huge documents (from "scared" individuals using media links which in
themselves are fear based), and they don't have time to go through it all.
Be succint, get to the point - and if they want to read more - they can visit the link. But at least
they get the point.

c) Share personal stories. The media is "convincing" people that with a "mandatory mask
bylaw", everyone will be "happy and safe". Explain based on personal observation this is not
the case. I.e., people getting in fights with those who can't wear masks. People getting sick, ill,
not breathing properly, etc from wearing a mask. Talk about your personal stress. Your anxiety.
Your families anxiety. The cost to you, other people, society, etc, etc. Whatever you have
personally observed in the community based on this bylaw - share it with them. They need to
know this.
d) Ask what specific action you want them to take. I.e., "don't pass a mandatory masking
bylaw, let people decide for themselves!". Request (not demand) specific deadlines (i.e., within
the next two weeks, by September 15th, etc, etc).
e) Finally, thank-them. Again, being polite is very important. You want them to listen to what
you have to say, and not simply dismiss it as 'another' angry person, etc.
3. Mandatory masking appears to have absolutely nothing with protecting someone's health,
nor does the handwashing, social isolation, etc. This article does an excellent job of explaining
it. Read this article here: https://haveyenotread.com/occult-ritual-transformation-andcoronavirus/) Please start to contact religious leaders within your community and share it with
them. You can succintly explain what the article is about, and ask them to share it with their
congregation to enlighten them.
b) Start outing media who deliberately distort the truth. It is very easy to find these bad
actors.
a) Simply look at any online publication (i.e., torontosun.com, lfpress.com, vancouversun, etc –
all incidentally controlled by the SAME media conglomerate/postmedia)
b) Look @ the author byline/who wrote it
c) Find their twitter/facebook/etc
And you’ll find – more often than not – that specific media personalities not only are
manipulating or distorting the truth, but are publicly shaming people who do not comply with
their directive on it.
USE YOUR OWN SOCIAL MEDIA AND CALL THEM OUT ON IT.
A “popular” comment is “Cases up! Cases up!”. Ask them – why do you not report cases WITH
the corresponding number of tests? The mass media is fully of half truths and incomplete
truths, even sometimes outright lies, designed to manipulate and mislead.
4. SHARE YOUR ARTICLES with other people in different municipalities, so they can contact
them using yours as a template.
The material covered in one city is just as relevant in another city, because this is a deliberate
attack on EVERYONE. So some people may not have time to write an article from scratch – but
they have time to adapt it to their own municipality. LET THEM. SHARE IT WITH OTHER PEOPLE
so they can contact their own politicians.

Each municipality that has a mandatory masking bylaw, ALSO tends to have a “sunset” clause
(when it expires), as well as the ability to re-visit it, change it, and remove it.
Contact city councilors & the mayor and let them know that you do not want the bylaw
"extended", and your reasons for such a request. You may even request that they make an
earlier motion to remove it (so they don't have to wait until September 30th to do so).
Numbers speak volumes. The more people you can get writing in, communicating with council,
the more likely you are to get action.
Again, in all correspondence, please be exceptionally polite & courteous. Please remember mayors and councillors are people too. They have families, many are scared, many are
uninformed, just like most other people. While some may be making poor decisions, most of
them are doing the best with the information they have available.
Your purpose is to educate them, so that they may make better, and more informed decisions.
The problem is not a lack of information, the problem is that they are being bombarded by
information from extremely biased and manipulative media outlets, and uninformed citizens
acting emotionally.

3. SPECIFIC ACTION PLAN
So this is EXACTLY what you do, in order to effectively request the masking bylaw removed and
changed, and have the best chances of removing it. Also, ORGANIZE with others.
Step 1: Compose an e-mail and contact ALL your councilors and mayor. Send at LEAST 1
email/week UNTIL YOU GET RESULTS. If you have time to phone, have a conversation with your
mayor & councilors as well. You may also need to contact your MOH (Medical Officer of
Health), explained shortly. In your e-mail – you will be requesting a “MOTION TO RECONSIDER”.
That means – you are requesting that city council “reconsider” the current masking bylaw, and
re-visit it, and either change it, or remove it. FOCUS ALSO ON GETTING AT LEAST ONE
ADDITIONAL FRIEND/FAMILY MEMBER/ETC TO TAKE ACTION EVERY SINGLE WEEK AS WELL.
Make the numbers grow.
Step 2: Request to be a delegate (speaker) at an upcoming city hall meeting. What this means
is, as a citizen, you have about 5-10 minutes to explain your concerns, and request a resolution.
Usually there is at least one meeting per month. To find out how to be a delegate (or ‘speaker’,
or ‘contributor’, etc, etc), simply google “your city + council + delegate (or
speaker/contributor/etc) request”. You will need to fill in a short application form, and then will
get a response. Normally you need to apply 1-2 weeks in advance of the next meeting.
NOTE: In some areas – there will be a “public comments” section of the meeting, so you simply
show up to the meeting (whether in person, or online) – and when it is open to the public, you
then request to speak. Other areas – you will request to be a “speaker”, or “contributor”, etc.
The goal is to find out how you can participate at the next council meeting, and have your own
say/voice. So you may have to search a little bit differently depending on your
municipality/town/city/etc.
Step 3: When protesting – you should do it the DAY OF or the DAY BEFORE any vote. Places like
city hall, or where the vote would normally be conducted is fine. It is more significant. As a rule
of thumb, to be effective – you should have 50 people for every 100,000 in the population. So if
your town has 500,000 people – then you should have 250 people showing up to protests.
Numbers count. The more people you can get consistently phoning in, e-mailing, becoming a
delegate, raising awareness, etc, etc – the more likely you are to get your desired income.
Step 4: Contact your LOCAL CHURCH – and include a reference to the article at the beginning of
this document. The fact is, is that this is an OCCULT RITUAL. You need to raise awareness in the
community. Your local churches are ASLEEP. You need to WAKE THEM UP. Tell your local church
how everyone is getting SICK from masking, from hand washing, etc back it up with facts. Ask
your local church to INFORM THEIR CONGREGATION. That they are being LIED to and MISLED
by the mass media. Get them to WAKE UP.

IMPORTANT NOTES:
a) Many municipalities have BOTH a “mandatory bylaw” AS WELL AS something called a
“Section 22 order” by the local MOH (medical officer of health). If this applies to your town/city
– then you want BOTH items revised. You want the Section 22 order REMOVED, and you want
the mandatory masking CLAUSE removed from the bylaw.
To find your local MOH – simply use a search engine something like “Town Name + Medical
Officer of Health”. You may find a name, but no contact information. Then you revise your
search like “MOH Name + E-Mail Contact” or “MOH Name + Phone”. Sometimes it will be a
generic e-mail to a health unit – so in your subject line, you will say “Please redirect to MOH
Name”
b) The reason you want the CLAUSE removed (and not the entire bylaw) is because many “big
box” stores have implemented “store policies” for “mandatory masking”. While technically it is
still a human rights violation – a bylaw with EXEMPTIONS makes it easier to combat this “store
policy”. So you want the EXEMPTIONS left in (complete with fining a company) – but the
MANDATORY CLAUSE REMOVED.
c) If you are feeling particularly brave – you can actually ask to revise the bylaw to BAN
MANDATORY MASKING. Include your reasons for requesting a ban (i.e., suffocates people,
makes them sick, etc, etc). So the bylaw will explicitly state that MANDATORY MASKS are
BANNED, and if a store violates that, then they are SUBJECT TO A FINE. That is even better.
EMAIL FORMAT FOR CITY COUNCIL/MAYORS:
a) Your e-mail should be polite. Be formal, not “hey man, what’s up”, but “Dear Mayor
____ or Dear Councillor ____”.
b) Give a brief introduction, who you are, and what you want. I.e., “I’m a resident of… I am
very upset because… And I’d like the mandatory masking bylaw
revised/removed/banned”
c) State exactly WHAT you want. And what you want is:
- The mandatory mask CLAUSE removed from the bylaw. You want exemptions left in.
- You may ask that the bylaw be REVISED to BAN MANDATORY masking. Ask to have
stores that FORCE masking to be FINED. Request a minimum $500 fine for forcing
masks. For big box stores, you can request $100,000 or higher for each incident.
- You may also request stores post the DANGERS of MANDATORY masking signage at
their front doors (i.e., suffocation, baceteria growth, lower O2, more CO2, contact
dermatitis, etc, etc).
d) Provide your STORY and/or supporting documentation.
- If it is a personal story, describe how it makes you feel (anxious when entering stores,
bullied, etc). Describe how it makes you sick (i.e., less O2, more CO2, lightheaded,

headaches, etc, etc). Or how you’ve noticed sick people afraid to take off masks, and
suffering, etc, etc.
- If you have done a little bit of research – include that. I.e., “Doctors so & so says…” or
“This medical journal says…”. Be SUCCINT, but feel free to provide links/references.
e) Explain to them the game the journalists are playing. Let them know a “spike in cases”
will be due to “increased testing” – so the politician can combat it. Be proactive and preemptive. Let them know that around October 1st, there most likely will be some kind of
mass media push for further lockdowns, because facebook has announced they will
begin mass censorship October 1st. Let them know how the head of the govt is making a
power play to run this country as a dictatorship. Let them know the tests themselves are
faulty (point to this right on the CDC https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019ncov/testing/serology-overview.html). Let them know of the massive censorship of the
truth that is going on.
f) This is NOT just about masks. It is also about forced vaccinations, forced “health
passports” (showing you have vaccinations). Ritual handwashing. It’s about forced
tracking through “contact tracing apps” (which are merely a disguise for a communist
style of control over its citizens, look up “social credit” in China).
So you may add one of these items as well so your politicians are INFORMED.
g) Thank them for their time. Sign it “Sincerely” + your name. Not “ttyl, bye bye, etc”. You
need to show respect.
EMAIL FORMAT FOR MEDICAL OFFICER OF HEALTH/MOH
The format is similar to above, but instead of asking to revisit the “bylaw” you are asking to
remove the “SECTION 22 HEALTH ORDER”.
a) Dear Dr. ___________
b) Please remove the Section 22 health order mandating mandatory masks
c) Here are ALL the reasons why masks are bad (here you can refer specifically to medical
documents, journals, personal experiences (anxiety, psychological disorders, physical
discomfort/illness/etc). Talk about increases in suicide from isolation. The fact that
FOOD is having HAND SANITIZER in it making people sick.
d) Request that they RESCIND the Section 22 MOH order effective immediately.
EFFECTIVE DELEGATE/SPEAKER PRESENTATIONS
Here, it is perfectly fine to get angry. Anger is good. But do it in a POLITE fashion.
Do NOT start name calling. Show RESPECT. Remember – these politicians (especially at the local
level) have families and friends just like you, and in many cases are just as scared. They are
being bullied by the media, and are afraid of losing their jobs. You need to give them the proper
ammunition to fight the evil. YOU WANT THEM AS YOUR ALLIES.

So you can be ANGRY. But do it in a polite fashion – and KNOW YOUR FACTS.
So for an effective delegate/speaker presentation:
a) State your name, & request (i.e., removing mandatory mask clause, request to ban
mandatory masking with a fine for stores that attempt to implement masking clauses)
b) State your reasons. Can be BOTH personal AND factual. If it’s personal, talk about things
like how you’ve been discriminated against, bullied, how the mask makes you sick, you
can’t breathe, etc, etc. If its factual – refer to medical journal articles. Again, a great
resource for such articles is here: https://themodelhealthshow.com/maskfacts/ Pick 1-2
articles that resonant best with you. (Don’t try to cover all 50, you won’t have time. Just
pick 1-2 that you understand the best and can speak intelligently about).
c) Re-iterate your request. I.e., “In closing I RESPECTIVELY request that you BAN
MANDATORY MASKING, AND FINE STORES that try to enforce it . I request you ALSO
REQUEST STORES POST SIGNAGE OF THE DANGERS OF MANDATORY MASKING”
EFFECTIVE DEMONSTRATIONS/PROTESTS.
To be effective, as a rule of thumb (obviously not set in stone) – you should have 50 people
come out for every 100,000 people in your local population.
When there is a reconsideration vote, show up the DAY before or the DAY of in front of city
hall/council.
Have fliers with specific references .
Ask QUESTIONS when corresponding with people. People have been “preconditioned” by the
media. It is PYSOPS. The media is publishing articles like “people who don’t wear masks could
be PYSCHOPATHS”. They are feeding DAILY propaganda with CASE COUNTS. They are TELLING
HALF TRUTHS by omitting exemptions. They are misleading by saying it “protects others”. So
when you interact with people:
a) Smile.
b) Ask questions. I.e., “Do you find it hard to breathe”? “Yes?” Okay, so why are you
wearing the mask?
c) You’ll get answers like “Because I HAVE to or I’ll get fined”. Or “Because everyone else
is”. Or, “To Protect Others”.
d) Answer their QUESTION. “You have to? Here is a bylaw which says YOU DON’T! +
Excemptions!” “Everyone ELSE is? If everyone walked into traffic, would you? Why not?
Well everyone else is… so…?” “Protecting others? Did you know masks if you used a
microscope to look at masks, the strands are so far apart – that it would be like trying to
use a white picket fence to stop flies from getting in your yard?”
e) Engage. People KNOW something is wrong. They KNOW something is off. But they can’t
quite put their finger on it.

f) Use movie references. “V is for Vendetta” (great explanation of what is going on now).
“The Matrix” – do you want the RED PILL or the BLUE PILL? Aka do you want to know
the truth? You have to psychologically prepare them for what is really happening.
Do all of the above effectively – and you’ll be able to unmask your town.

